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Hi Tom and Maria,

Please distribute to trustees and include in the February minutes.

Thanks,

Beverly

 

 

Village of Scotia Historian Report for 2021

It was a quiet year, with COVID still strong even with vaccines becoming available for all except the
under-5-year-olds. People adapted to a variety of levels of comfort with traveling and gathering,
depending on their personal family and medical situations. Still, there was time to learn and to work
on projects.

The Flint House was not open for office hours or drop-in visiting in 2021.

There were over 20 email inquiries I was able to research and either answer or suggest resources for
the person’s subsequent research.

The Association of Public Historians of New York State (APHNYS) held an online regional meeting in
April, and the yearly conference in September was either in person or online. I attended the online
sessions.

The yearly broomcorn crop was planted in June and harvested in September, and the hops planted
near the shed actually did well this year. Unfortunately it turned out to be true that they are very
attractive to Japanese beetles. There were plenty of hops, but more needs to be learned about
when/how to harvest before next year comes around.

One good result of the pandemic has been the proliferation of interesting webinars or online talks.
Because they are now done on Zoom or a similar platform, it is possible to attend and learn from
facilities all over the country. I attended over 30 of these events on topics in the following general
categories: Museum education and outreach (including digital); preservation and protection of
collections and the building; organization management; and history lectures and book talks,
including New Netherland and other local topics.

I’ve been working with other local historians on a series of lectures for the UCALL program at Union
College, to be delivered in the spring of 2022. This has involved online group meetings, reviewing
previous research, doing some new research, and gathering notes and photographs for these
presentations.

I assisted Scotia library staff to set up an exhibit at the Holiday on the Ave opening of the new library
addition, and will be working with them to set up permanent or rotating exhibits in 2022.

Looking ahead! 2024 is the village’s 120th anniversary. I’d like to see a committee set up this year to
suggest a few events to commemorate this. And planning has already started for the US 250th—I’ll
try to notify the board if I hear of things we might want to join in on, and of course we should also do
something just for Scotia as well.

Beverly Clark

Village of Scotia Historian

Submitted February 7, 2022
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